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Get Organized Once and For All: Think of decluttering as the ultimate goal, the one move that
makes all other goals more achievable. The whole-house, whole-family plan in these pages is
designed to save time (fewer closet excavations) and aggravation (no more pantry landslides). It
might also erase guilt, since clutter reminds us of the decisions, big and little, that we've dodged.
More shelf space is lovely, but more mental space is the real game changer. What will you do
with yours?
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ORGANIZINGROOM BY ROOMCONTENTSEditors’ NoteGet Organized and Stay Organized—
Once and For AllThe EntrywayThe Living RoomThe Kitchen and Dining RoomThe BathroomThe
Laundry RoomThe BedroomsThe Home OfficeCreditsYou probably have a space in your home
where you put the things you don’t know what to do with. We all have these orphan items that
find a temporary home in a drawer, a nook, a shelf, or perhaps a whole closet or basement wall—
and sometimes that space becomes a permanent home. Which is fine, except for the niggling,
nagging knowledge in the back of your brain that if you don’t assign things a proper place, you
won’t be able to find them when you need them.By using Organizing Room by Room, you can
give happy homes to all those orphan items, so you can spend less time hunting for that stray
receipt or cord or scarf and more time doing the things you truly enjoy.All this is easier when
you’re in the right mood. Here are a few mantras that Real Simple editors have found to help get
—and stay—in the organizing frame of mind:THOU SHALT NOT TRANSFER CLUTTERDon’t
bury the dresser top to save the coffee table.DOUBLES ARE TROUBLEYou don’t need two can
openers or five tweezers. Toss duplicates.KEEP IT WHERE YOU USE ITStash toner with the
printer, and the TP under the bathroom sink.MAKE LABELS, NOT WARMark shelves, bins, and
boxes so your family (and houseguests) know where everything goes.HAVE A PLACE FOR
NOTHINGAim to create one empty cabinet, shelf, or drawer in each room. This is your backup
spot when the balance tips. (And it will tip.)PICK YOURSELF UP, DUST YOURSELF OFF, AND
START ALL OVER AGAINOrganizing is a circle, not a straight line.We hope Real Simple’s
advice helps you address clutter in every space in your home—and leads to calmer, cleaner,
and more carefree rooms for you and your loved ones.THE REAL SIMPLE TEAMFollow us on
Twitter@RealSimpleand Instagram@real_simpleGet OrganizedAND STAY ORGANIZED—
ONCE AND FOR ALLThink of decluttering as the ultimate goal, the one move that makes all
other goals more achievable. The whole-house, whole-family plan in these pages is designed to
save time (fewer closet excavations) and aggravation (no more pantry landslides). It might also
erase guilt, since clutter reminds us of the decisions, big and little, that we’ve dodged. More shelf
space is lovely, but more mental space is the real game changer. What will you do with yours?
Step 1The PrepCONFER WITH YOUR TEAM.“It’s essential to get everyone in on the process to
ensure buy-in. Without collaboration, it’s unlikely anyone will honor your unilateral decisions on
where things live,” says New York City–based professional organizer Andrew Mellen. Spark your
family’s interest by transforming a key shared space, like the mudroom. “Organizing is contagious
—usually the less interested parties just need to see progress in one area to get on board,” says
Jordan Marks, cofounder and owner of It’s Organized, with locations in New York City, New
Jersey, and California. Ask everyone to share ideas on how your home could function better.
Then divvy up jobs based on strengths: If your husband loves to wheel and deal, he can sell
items on NextDoor; your teenager can drive things to the recycling center; your 5-year-old can
test the pens in the office.PLAN YOUR ATTACK.Ask your family which areas bother them most
on a daily basis. They’ll see the most meaningful result from tackling these pain points first.
Reserve blocks of time to work—up to an hour a few times a week or a two-hour weekend



stretch. Put them in the family calendar and stick to them; consistency is what matters
most.GATHER SUPPLIES.To clean out your closet, you’ll need a full-length mirror and seamless
underwear for try-ons and heavy-duty trash bags for sorting castoffs. For the junk drawer or
home office? You just need some big trash bags. (Same for most other spaces.) Use a Sharpie
marker and Super Sticky Post-it Notes to label the bags to donate, tailor, and sell—plus recycle,
for items too trashed to be usable.Step 2The PurgeGET IN A ZONE.Set a timer each time you
dive in—this will remind the group that you’re on a schedule and will help keep a steady pace.
“Shut off visual distractions—texts, TV—and put on music or a podcast you can zone out to,”
says Melissa Maker, author of Clean My Space.SORT AND EDIT.Bring three sturdy bags into
every room: one for trash, one for donations, and one for items that would be better stored
elsewhere. Large, opaque garbage bags you can tie closed discourage peeking or rethinking.
For bulky housewares and furniture, use bright dot stickers (the kind you see at garage sales) to
mark the categories.First sweep up anything that’s a no-brainer (worn-out shoes, obsolete
sports equipment), then sort items, keeping like with like. In the entryway, group each person’s
belongings. In the closet, keep blouses together and pullovers in their own pile. As you work,
identify what else you can get rid of. General rule: If you haven’t used something in a year, it
should go.MOVE THINGS OUT OF SIGHT.As the bags get full, remove them from the space.
Ask your teen to make a run to the dump and donation center or, if you’re planning to host a
garage sale, create a temporary “declutter zone,” says Washington, D.C.–based organizing
expert Rachel Rosenthal. Items that should live in other parts of the house can move there, too,
but don’t worry about giving them a perfect home just yet. Delegate the task or make finding
space for them your next mini project.ASSIGN EVERY ITEM A HOME.It’s the cardinal rule of
professional organizers: Every item needs one home. When the item is not in use, it’s in that
home. Think about storage options you already own that you can repurpose and have family
members help come up with creative ways to store things. If you need to purchase storage
containers, make a detailed list first to avoid overbuying. The last thing you want is to introduce
new clutter.LABEL, LABEL, LABEL.This step is crucial in helping everyone remember exactly
what goes where and maintain the new system, especially in heavy-use areas like the pantry,
playroom, and mudroom. You can make temporary labels with a marker and bright tape or use a
label maker for a longer-lasting ID.Step 3Post-CleanseREWARD YOURSELF.Plan a little treat
after each work session and offer kids stars on a chart to earn a trip to the movies or the ice
cream place. Layering in pleasure keeps the organizing process feeling uplifting and
transformative, not like drawn-out drudgery. Just try not to reward yourself with a shopping spree
(new clutter!).FIGHT FUTURE CLUTTER.Take an “after” photo to capture what you’ll strive to
maintain. Adopt a hands-full mantra: “Never leave a room empty-handed, because chances are
there’s at least one item you could return to its rightful location,” says Maker. When shopping,
think about where new purchases will live and what you can get rid of to offset them. (That’s the
stickier cardinal rule of professional organizers: One in, one out.) Molly Graves, cofounder of the
San Francisco–based The Neat Method, suggests blocking off an hour once a season for a



“space lift,” in which the family goes through each room, donation bag in hand.OPTIMIZE YOUR
CASTOFFSARE THE DONATION BINS IN PARKING LOTS AND ON STREET CORNERS
LEGIT?You may want to do a little research first. Some of the companies who own them have
come under fire for misrepresenting how much of the contributions go to those in need and how
much is resold for profit. Goodwill and The Salvation Army are among the most reliable places to
unload clothes; some locations pick up for free.WHAT SHOULD YOU DO WITH THE HOLEY
SWEATS THAT YOU THINK NO ONE WANTS?Donate those, too. Do the sorting team a favor
and label bags of beat-up items “recycle.” Articles unsuitable for resale in the organizations’
stores are sold to textile recyclers, who use the fibers for insulation, carpet padding, and stuffing
for toys.HOW TO DEAL WITH SENTIMENTAL CLUTTER“More things fall into the ‘sentimental’
category than people are prepared for—we imbue all sorts of objects with meaning,” says Gail
Saltz, MD, clinical associateprofessor of psychiatry at the New York-Presbyterian Hospital Weill
Cornell Medical College in New York City. As you come across memorabilia you just can’t get rid
of, “set it aside as homework,” suggests Beth Penn, a professional organizer in Los Angeles and
the author of The Little Book of Tidying. Later, workwith a family member or impartial friend to
determine what’s worth the real estate. Keep only those greeting cards with a meaningful note,
not just a signature; choose one object from a group(your grandmother’s china, for example) as
a memento to display; or take photographs of a collection before donating it. As for kids’
treasures, “it’s developmentallyappropriate for kids to hold on to objects as they learn to navigate
theirenvironment,” says Elspeth Bell, PhD, a psychologist in Columbia, Maryland. Model
organization yourself and make suggestions to help them learn to prioritizefavorite things. Still on
the fence? Park the item in question in a prominent spot (up front in the cabinet or closet) and
mark it with a sticky note “expiration date” that’s two months from now. If you don’t reach for the
piece within that time frame, you know what to do.The EntrywaySET THE TONE OF YOUR
HOME FROM THE MOMENT YOU STEP INSIDE.CREATING A WARM WELCOME starts in
your entryway. It’s the first space guests will see when they come over, and it’s usually the last
place you’ll breeze through before running out the door (hopefully, with your car keys this time).
So, it’s worth making sure your entryway is a pretty and practical space. Artful arranging and
sprucing up with fresh flowers and personal objects create an inviting vibe for anyone who
passes, whether it’s neighbors, in-laws, or, most important, you after a long day.But a visually
pleasing (aka clutter-free) entryway isn’t just for when guests are on the itinerary. Being
organized as you head out the door in the morning—and knowing exactly where you last set
those keys—can make a difference in how you start your day and can also determine how many
times you might have to pull back into the driveway to grab something you’ve forgotten. (It
happens.) Plus, having an umbrella or cozy scarf at arm’s reach means that you’ll be ready when
Mother Nature catches you off guard. Finally, trays and tiny baskets create homes for your daily
essentials so that you can confidently run out in the morning—and truly unwind from the minute
you walk through the door.THE TRICKSFOLLOW YOUR STEPSAn efficient way to organize
your entryway is to first make sure it’s arranged the way you traverse it. Think of the order in



which you shed your gear (keys, bag, coat, shoes), and move furniture accordingly. If your purse
is the first thing you set down, a bench at the doorway might be the perfect place to let it go. Or, if
your keys need a home as soon as you breeze through the door, consider a small table with a
tray that can be a pretty and practical resting spot.SET THE TABLEThe best entryway table is
slim enough that it doesn’t take up much room, but also wide enough to be utilitarian. Make sure
its surface can hold a tray (for mail and keys), a vase, and other decorative objects like picture
frames. The table should also be tall enough for baskets to nestle underneath—perfect storage
for magazines, books, or umbrellas.LET EVERYONE HANGIf you don’t have room for a table, a
hanging shelf with hooks for keys and other items can do the trick. Give each member of the
family a hook (label them accordingly) or bin by the front door for their essentials. If their area
gets full, they’re responsible for returning items to their own closets (or a coat closet).PREPARE
FOR THE ELEMENTSStore umbrellas, one for each family member, in a container near the front
door so that they’re readily available but not an eyesore. Or, long-handled umbrellas can hang on
a coat rack. And why is it that the hardest working shoes (muddy wellies and salty snow boots)
are also the toughest to take off? A bench tall enough to tuck galoshes under keeps the action
near the door.STORE SHOESA tall basket or boot tray can stash footwear, so they’re easy to
grab and go. Whatever doesn’t fit should go in a closet or bedroom. To prevent overflow, create
this house rule: Only one pair per person by the front door. Or, keep footwear clutter down by
storing only rain boots by the door.GET REFLECTIVEHanging a mirror on one wall of your
entryway can make a small space look bigger and more inviting. Bonus: A mirror by the front
door gives you an opportunity to do a “last look” before you head out.START A RETURNS BINA
medium-sized basket placed right next to the front door is more than just a drop spot for library
books you’ve read and clothing purchases you’ve changed your mind on. It’s a visual prompt
reminding you to return that stuff (today!).ORGANIZE THISCOVER UP THE COAT CLOSET
CHAOS WITH THESE SIMPLE STEPS.ASSIGN IT OUTHang each jacket or coat by family
member, then organize from most lightweight to heaviest for each person’s coats. To keep it all
clear, assign everyone his or her own shade of colored hangers, or tie a piece of colored ribbon
to the top of each person’s hangers so everyone knows which ones are theirs. (And, so they
know where to put them back.)
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cathy s, “Excellent. I really liked the breakdown of room to room. I don't have a large place, so
this way, I could use the information necessary for me  thanks for all the ideas!”

Holly Baloun, “Helpful hits for every room. Very helpful.  Lots of good ideas.”

The book by Real Simple has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 33 people have provided feedback.
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